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Dear Ms Kloeckner, dear EU agriculture ministers
Our earth is burning and time is running out.
We only have a few years left to prevent an ecological collapse. It is time to act NOW. If we do not
change anything we will be heading for 3° global warming within this century which would mean
the end of our civilisation. This must not happen! We want to LIVE! What do you want? What do
you have to say?
The ecological collapse and the accompanying collapse of our society CAN NOT be prevented if
industrial animal agriculture continues. With the growing demand for land due to livestock farming
rainforests are being destroyed at an extremely high speed. As important C02 sinks, these could
slow down the global warming. The destruction of the rainforests cause animals to go extinct as
they lose their habitats. The loss of biodiversity is one of the greatest planetary disasters today. The
industrial animal production is one of the main causes of eutrophication of oceans and waters,
acidification of soils, waste of water and cereals, air pollution, for death zones
in the oceans and it emits a large proportion of human-made greenhouse gases.
Zoonoses such as Covid-19, which are rapidly turning into pandemics in our global society, are also
increasingly likely to occur due to habitat destruction, mass extinctions of species and loss of
biodiversity.
Today's food system based on industrial animal agriculture is in every aspect one of the biggest
problems of our time and one of the biggest risks for our future.
We need change NOW!
Stop business as usual!
We demand: A shift of AGRICULTURE instead of a climate crisis!
A global plant-based food system reduces C02 emissions, acidification
and eutrophication by half. The land use for food production is reduced
by 76%. The rainforests and oceans can regenerate. 70 billion land animals and over 150 million
tonnes of fish would no longer have to suffer and die in our system. The 1.5 degree objective of the
Paris Agreement could be achieved.
Ms Kloeckner, as the EU agriculture minister we address you, as well as all agriculture ministers of
Europe.
Finally tell the truth about the destructive effects of factory farming.
Put an end to factory farming and introduce a plant-based food system.
END subsidies for industrial animal agriculture and PROMOTE regional and organic farming of
plant-based foods for a survivable and liveable future!
Put the EU into a leading role.
Then we can survive on this planet. We, our children, grandchildren and all our fellow creatures.
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